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Full disclosure: This document is intended for education purposes. Projects mentioned do 
not signify the support of any projects and nothing mentioned is investment advice.  Please 

use the information at your own risk.  I am not forcing golden facts into you.  That being said, 
all information at the time of publication is true, referencing the academic research done.  

 
 

This case study is not sponsored by Bancor, no funding was received for any projects 
mentioned.  This is an objective independent research report.  

 
 

Summary 
In the topic of market design, I am going to use Loom Network as a case study to 
understand how Loom Network applies market design.  
 
Just a quick recap: market design defines the environment in which users and tokens 
co-exist, so that markets can operate and be governed efficiently. We talk about network 
effects before, and think of market design as a prerequisite to achieve network effects. 
Successful market design (aka good ecosystem environment) will encourage more users to 
participate and increase the value of the ecosystem.  
 
Section 1 starts with understanding what Loom Network is and how it works. Next, it will 
cover Loom’s objectives and constraints and how their tokens work. Lastly, how market 
design is applied to building loom network. There is also an appendix which is a smaller 
case study of a DApp that is built on Loom Network.  
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1. Introduction to Loom Network  
Loom is basically a platform that runs on Ethereum. As a developer, you can build on Loom 
Network, instead of building it directly on Ethereum itself.  
 
Simple Explanation 
Let’s imagine this. We all come together and create this new chocolate bar with the finest 
ingredients. Let’s name it EDible.  
 
We have 2 options to sell and distribute this.  

1. Build a website with an online shop from scratch that 
taps into the Internet hosting protocol and infrastructure 

2. Build it on Amazon, where the infrastructure and link to 
Internet hosting protocols are in place.  

 
Building it on your own: Full control of the entire business, but you have to get your hands 
dirty to develop the website first. The entire world is your oyster, but that also means you 
have to market and advertise better to attract eyeballs and customers. Branding will be 
super important, and you need to spend more on all types of marketing and PR, etc.  
 
Building it on Amazon: Most infrastructure is in place on Amazon, like the checkout cart, 
search function, sellers-buyers agreement, reputation, trust by customers, payment 
gateways etc. There are also customers on Amazon, so you just need to focus on getting 
eyeballs on your products.  
 
So, Loom Network is like Amazon. The infrastructure is there, all you need to do as a 
developer is to build your product and put it on Loom Network. Or keep making that 
chocolate bar and put it on Amazon. 

  
Developers who develop smart contracts on Ethereum just 
want to focus on developing. So they build it on Loom 
Network, which taps into Ethereum. It’s like us just focus on 
making the finest chocolate, instead of bothering ourselves 
with the best check-out cart, website design, payment 
gateways.  
 

Back to the network effects categories we 
spoke about last lesson, this is a 2-sided 
marketplace. Dapp developers (sellers on 
Amazon) want maximum number of users 
possible on their DApps and spending 
money on their services.  
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1.2 How Loom Network Works 
Nothing works perfectly at the start. It is a journey of testing, getting feedback and improving 
the design and system.  
 
Loom Network started with developer tools like EthFiddle. Then they created a blockchain 
code school called CryptoZombies. Then they launched an SDK (software development kit) 
to launch highly customised blockchains for Dapps. They realised that’s not what people 
want, so here we are today, with Dapps being built on a shared Plasmachain that runs on 
DPoS.  
 
Think about how we can apply market design factors to Loom Network, as I continue to 
share more about how the system works.  

 
 

1. It is based off of Ethereum’s blockchain platform. 
○ That means Ethereum-based Solidity applications are used.  
○ Applications run on mainchain and on private, semi-public chains  
○ Why ethereum? Ethereum has the most developers building on it and most 

active community of users.  
2. It is a 2-sided marketplace. Like Amazon.  

○ The infrastructure is built and you populate it with your code or your chocolate 
bar products. Then understand how the market or smart contracts react and 
you act accordingly.  

3. It allows you to tap into other blockchain networks. 
○ While it is based on Ethereum, Loom also allows you to tap into the other 

blockchain networks like EOS and Tron.  
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○ Back to our Amazon and chocolate bar example, Amazon service different 
markets using their different entities: US, UK, FR, JP, SG, India, etc. Amazon 
can tap into these different areas. Imagine Amazon can also tap into the 
Chinese market and North Korea’s market. As a seller, you don’t need to build 
your online shop in China’s network and another shop in NK’s network. 
Amazon’s infrastructure allows you to do so. So now, as a seller on Amazon, 
you can access all these markets that was once not accessible.  

○ Similarly, Loom Network is like Amazon. It provides the infrastructure to tap 
into blockchain platforms (ETH, EOS, Tron). Think of the blockchain platforms 
like countries. You can buy or transaction from the blockchain platforms.  

4. It has 2 layers of functions. 
○ Loom Network is a platform (Amazon) that sits on top of many blockchain 

platforms (like internet protocols in China, North Korea, USA, UK). You just 
build on Loom Network, and Loom Network builds the whole infrastructure.  

○ Functionalities:  
● Users to make purchase transaction on layer 1 Ethereum.  
● Users to sign layer 2 using on their ethereum wallet (Metamask) or receive 

item or digital asset on layer 2 (Binance) 
5. It is built on Ethereum’s sidechain.  

○ Used to be 1 sidechain per Dapp (1 website per seller on Amazon like 
shopify), but they realised that developers don’t care so much about that.  

○ Developers are okay with shared sidechains (instead of individual shops and 
customisation like name.shopify.com, okay with amazon.com/shop-name).  

6. It uses Plasmachain (sidechain).  
○ Plasmachain is layer 2 to deploy on ethereum (layer 1).  
○ Why Plasma? Plasma allows users to securely transfer their digital assets 

onto sidechains from Ethereum mainnet without the need to trust the 
sidechain’s consensus algorithm. 

7. It uses DPOS consensus agreement 
○ Kind of like EOS on Ethereum. It is still Proof-of-stake, but it is delegate to a 

community to be picked from.  
○ Why? Because of their objectives. To have million-user Dapps. So the goal is 

not to increase decentralisation, but to reduce congestion in the platform.  
○ How? Simplify transactions first by using DPoS. Then look for product market 

fit.  
8. It provides SDK for developers.  

○ SDK = software development kit  
○ Core assets of SDK: it is a blockchain generator. Choose base layer 

consensus algo, choose validators, how they get elected, swappable 
components. Developers choose parameters and software spits out sidechain 
and good to go for developers and validators can run it.  

9. It uses a fee structure that charges developers instead of participants.  
○ Cant charge participants for all micropayments. Transactions has to be free 

for users.  
○ So developers pay.  
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○ To host and fund smart contact. Fixed monthly pricing for transaction. 
(Regular hosting fee structure. Closer to web 2.0. Developers pay for 
hosting.) 

○ How can developers make money? 
i. Premium features vs free 
ii. In-app purchases  
iii. Monetized based on commission fee in marketplace 
iv. Donation  
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2. Objectives 
In the last lesson, we talked a lot about objectives and constraints. Because they are 
important. So here what are the objectives and constraints in Loom network?  
Remember, for every project, there is one main objective and subsequent other objectives.  
 

 

 

 

Objective 1: Mass Adoption  
The long term objective for Loom is to develop million-user Dapps on Ethereum. More 
tangibly, they want to create the first killer Dapp to reach a million user.  
How do they do this?  

● Listen to user feedback  
● Product development focused (look for product market fit) 
● Focus on mass user adoption instead of focusing mroe on security or decentralised 

governance  
● Ultimate, building a 2-sided marketplace in network effects we talked about last 

lesson.  
○ Get developers by building it on Ethereum (platform with most developers)  
○ Attract users by starting with games.  

Objective 2: Easy to Develop for Developers  
The goal is to allow app developers to have smart contracts that can access more computing 
power when necessary, or the same computing power at lower costs. 
Example? 

● Tasks like free trials for on-boarding new users  
● Applications that don't need the full security of the mainnet.  
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Off-chain API 
Included with this system, the ability to interact with APIs from third parties that are not on-chain, 
such as connecting with Twillio to do two-factor authentication for smart contracts.  

Objective 3: One-Stop Platform for Developers 
Loom tries to be the one-stop full-service platform  that allow smart contract developers and 
traditional developers alike, to create their applications without switching programming languages 
or manually managing servers. 
Back to Amazon example, it’s like a blockchain-aware and blockchain-ready AWS. It also 
integrates with systems on-chain and off-chain.  
Or more simply, think of a gyoza shop and everything is set up and systems are connected to 
point-of-sale, account software, menu system. All you need to do is go into the shop and cook up 
some gyoza.  
 
Of course, there are more objectives. But we will just mention about the top 3. You can 
brainstorm on more objectives if you want.  

3. Constraints & Solutions 

 
● For blockchain to reach mass adoption, the issue is not scaling. The constraint lies in 

user-adoption.  
○ The first Dapp developed is in the gaming industry, as you have the easiest 

user-adoption there  
● Philosophy of DLT is to be truly decentralised .  
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○ So they choose between ETH or BTC for layer 1, as they are as decentralised as 
possible. BTC is optimised for digital currency and less flexible in smart contracts. 
Loom is built on Ethereum.  

● 2-sided marketplaces are difficult to successfully attract both sides simultaneously  
○ Go where developers are. Make it easy for developers to build their projects 

with ready infrastructure and libraries of things to work on.  
● Speed. It has to be fast. Especially for turn-bassed game, where the first Dapp is 

built. Or social apps, where people want to see their comments appearing on 
blockchain instantly.  

○ Build on Plasmachain (sidechain) instead of Ethereum’s main chain  
○ Open plasmachain test net so people can deploy their smart contracts and 

test them  
● Lack of trust  

○ P  lasmacash is also used to secure the user transfers.  
○ Plasmachain (layer 2) uses DPoS consensus protocol 
○ Plasmacash is used for fast and scalable payments  

3.1 Outcome 
● 1-3 s transaction finality  
● Free transactions  
● High transaction throughput  
● Benefit of every single ethereum user automatically being able to use their DApp and 

purchase digital assets without any additional onboarding friction  
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4. Loom Token  

 
Loom token is a utility token, native to the Loom network. It allows for developers, users and 
validators (in the near future) to access the network for activities like running dapps, 
memberships, support, SDK and transfer gateways. There is a total supply of 1 billion loom 
tokens in the market.  
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4.1 Case Scenarios  
a) Developers: Token Staking & Payment to Run DApps on Plasmachain 
 
Developers can deploy their Ethereum applications to it for a fixed monthly fee, and their 
users won’t need to pay gas costs on the chain. 
 
Here’s how the LOOM token will come into play: 

● Developers who want to run a DApp on ZombieChain lock a minimum of number of 
tokens into a smart contract to power their DApp. 

● Each month, tokens are deducted based on how much shared “bandwidth” that DApp 
consumes (measured in Transactions Per Second). Developers can choose to cap 
their throughput at a certain tier to prevent unexpected costs. 

● The tokens that are deducted from developers each month get paid to the 
DAppChain validators as fees for running the DAppChain. 

In this way, the token model is similar to EOS’s, except since the LOOM token isn’t 
inflationary, the real cost of running their DApps is more transparent to developers. 
 
b) Users: Zombie Battleground Game Membership Benefits 
 
One of the ways you can earn (in-game) cards — by staking your LOOM tokens. 
Players who stake their LOOM tokens can get a “game membership” that will give them free 
packs of cards (and other benefits) each month. 
When you stake the tokens, you don’t lose them — you can get them back whenever you 
want, at which point you’ll stop receiving the monthly rewards. And if you leave them staked, 
you’ll continue to earn in-game rewards each month. 
 
c) Developers: Enterprise Support for the Loom SDK 
 
For enterprises who want to run their own standalone DAppChain and want hands-on 
support from our dev team while running it, we’ll be providing premium support at a cost of 
100,000 LOOM per year. 
 
d) Users: Access to Loom Transfer Gateways 
 
This was the original use case of the token: The LOOM token acts as a lifetime membership 
card to all DApps running on Loom Network. 
DAppChains are free-to-use for users, but once the user wants to transfer their assets to 
Ethereum (or another DAppChain), they’ll need to own 1 LOOM token as a membership key. 
 
e) Developers: Loom SDK License Tiers & Running Nodes 
 
Developers will need to own a sufficient number of tokens to cover their license tier both for 
using the SDK and operating a node on a private DAppChain. 
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f) Developers: Cosmos 
 
Smart contract deployments for all ATOM holders. Rich source of developers that can begin 
building and deploying to plastmachain  
 
g) Validators in the future: stake large amount of LOOM tokens 
 
Earn LOOM fees paid by developers who are hosting their DApps on Plasmachain and 
commission fees from marketplace.  
 
f) Users: Payment on LOOM marketplace 
 
LOOM native currency on marketplace for buying and selling tokens and other in-game 
digital assets on the marketplace. The marketplace taps into Ethereum, EOS and Tron.   
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5. Market Design of LOOM 
Quick recap, market design looks at 3 factors 

● Thickness of market 
● Reduced congestion  
● Making it safe and easy to use  

.

 

5.1 Thickness of Market 
We need thickness to provide as many possible interactions in the ecosystem.  

● Built on Ethereum via sidechain  
○ Use ETH cause so many widespread and everyone use solidity. Like 

Javascript in internet.  
○ Users: large developer base 
○ Lindy effect: longer things are in the system, more trustworthy it is. More likely 

people use it.  
○ Ethereum currently has the most developers building on it and the most active 

community of users.  
● Interoperability with blockchain platforms  

○ Connect to EOS and Tron blockchains via Plasmachain  
■ So Loom can be used by users on 3 chains simultaneously 
■ Why EOS and Tron? Increasing number of users. Hence, this is the 

reason for building this bridge between all 3 platforms to attract users. 
■ Offer same DApps and sell digital assets to Tron and EOS users too  
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■ How it works? Purchase items from Plasmachain using EOS, TRX 
tokens. Sign for transactions on Plasmachain using EOS or Tron 
wallet. Integrating Plasmachain into layer 1 of choice (EOS, Tron, 
Ethereum) 

○ Connecting with Cosmo chain 
■ Cosmo hub focuses on scalability, usability, interoperability to other 

blockchains  
■ Cosmos DEX: NFT running on plasmachain to cosmo network for 

trading 
● Create a marketplace for smaller games to connect and look for players 

○ Think of Nintendo. You have games like Mario, Pokemon and Legend of 
Zelda on Nintendo’s marketplace.  

○ This way, you allow many small games to join the network and provide more 
games for users to play (interactions) 

● Start with gaming applications to gain user adoption  
○ Size of gaming users: 2.2 billion gamers. ½ paying.  
○ 100m gamers download new games everyday. Looking for something fun to 

play. Easier for people to adopt new tech and new game. Instead of traditional 
use-cases where crypto have to be 10x better than traditional.  

● Lower entry for developers to join the market 
○ Lower the entry with SDK and library of things to work on  

● Many partners 
○ Sign with traditional game studios  

■ Get traditional companies who are good at building fun and addictive 
games. Get them to build on blockchain  

■ Large companies not taking lead. But mid-size firms are trying.  
○ Partner with Binance  

■ Binance: integration with Zombie Battleground (Dapp) with native 
staking integration on wallet. To resolve liquidity problem, uses 
Binance DEX. 

5.2 Reduce Congestion 
We need to reduce congestion to make it easy to consider the options available. This also 
includes making the options easy to be added to the marketplace.  

● Infrastructure ready and developers can just focus on developing 
○ Initially, Loom had a dedicated chain for developers. But then, they realised 

that it caused congestion because they had to set up the infrastructure and 
run their own nodes. However, the core audience, developers, just want to 
deploy their own contracts.  

○ So, Loom manages a shared sidechain and provide the infrastructure. 
Developers just focus on building and deploying smart contracts.  

○ This makes it easy for developers to build games and use-cases on Loom, 
reducing congestion  

● Increase speed through sidechain  
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○ Plasmachain is like an extension of existing ethereum account and allows 
access to Ethereum users 

○ But it also allows highly scalable and frictionless dapps to exist on 
Plasmachain and allow transactions at a much faster rate. 

● Provide core SDK 
○ Core assets of SDK: it is a blockchain generator. Choose base layer 

consensus algo, choose validators, how they get elected, swappable 
components. Developers choose parameters and software spits out sidechain 
and good to go for developers and validators can run it. 

● Governing validators: DPOS consensus agreement 
○ Fixed set of validators for consensus  
○ It is still Proof-of-stake, but it is delegate to a community to be picked from.  
○ Simplify transactions first by using DPoS and this allows transactions to be 

validated in 1-3 seconds.  

5.3 Safety & Ease of Use 
We need safety and ease of use for both developers and users to join and interact on the 
platform.  

5.3.1 Safety 
● Communities in 5 languages to connect with different user-profiles  
● Github rank #2 on activity. Always updated and worked on.  
● Work with developers closely 

○ The core foundation and SDK is built before getting more developers (small 
set of developers → crypto developers → traditional game studios) 

● Build own test use-case: Zombie Battleground 
○ Success story in house and use as case study to attract more developers  

● Assets on Loom chains can be secured by Plasma Cash, providing the full security of 
Ethereum  

● Data not owned by anyone. Data that everyone can trust and open for everyone to 
see and use.  

● Team uses a process-based system.  
○ Track record. Show not say.  

● Privately funded 
○ With accredited investors 
○ Instead of crowdsourcing from many unaccredited investors and experience 

and pump and dump  
● Lock Up Period 

○ Cannot control how people deal with their tokens, but there is a lock up period 
of 6-12 months, to prevent dumping  

● Full ownership 
○ Users get to keep the digital assets as they have full ownership of them 
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○ Competitive players buys a lot of things. They do not quit the game, sunk cost 
in everything you bought. Could resell or trade. But now marketplace that 
people buying and selling. Collecting and trade in decentralised way now.  

● Game cannot be shut down  
○ It is not hosted on a single server but on a decentralised network  
○ Users can play the game forever and trade the goods all the time  

5.3.2 Ease of Use  
● Dapps that look and feel identical to traditional applications.  

○ With benefits of running on blockchain.  
○ Users do not need to know that the backend is on blockchain. They simple 

play it and win assets (bonus) and trade them on the marketplace.  
○ Mention that they fully own the digital asset, and not hosted on the server.  
○ Through that, it is easier to teach users about decentralisation, using 

something that they are familiar with.  
● Make it easy for developers using simple interface (SDK) 
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Appendix: Zombie Battleground Case Study 2 
Zombie Battleground - blockchain based collectible card game. Used kickstarter to get over 
12m mainstream gamers  
 

● Sell game to everyone as many chains and Dex as possible. Token on plasma chain 
and bridged to other chains. E.g. accept everyone’s credit card. Paying & moving 
assets to other chains. Distribution to assets.  

● Simple and easy MVP 
● Earn cards and some are limited edition. Extremely rare and mining using BTC 

algorithm to create limited edition assets. (E.g. halves the probability of finding a 
limited edition asset as time goes)  

● Outcome: Launch on kickstarter not just for crypto people but mainstream gamers. 
And test markets to see if people do want to own their own digital assets 

○ 2000 early alpha testers 
○ Active on discord to discuss  
○ $360k raised  
○ Give earliest buyers gameplay benefit: no way to get more people to come in 

bc all the good stuff is gone. So use BTC model.  
○ Free to play. Can purchase card packs.   
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